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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0987358A1] In the production of a polyester fabric, where all the fibers have an elastic stretch, a proportion of the fibers are a bi-
component type which can be shaped into spiral coils. The fiber preparation and spinning stages are for non-stretch filaments, and the fabric is
strongly structured to take in its potential elasticity. For the production of a polyester fabric, where all the fibers have an elastic stretch, a proportion
of the fibers are a bi-component type which can be shaped into spiral coils. The fiber preparation and spinning stages are for non-stretch filaments,
and the fabric is strongly structured to take in its potential elasticity. The loomstate fabric is given an initial heat treatment in hot air at a temperature
of 180-190 degrees C under a low fabric tension before conventional processing and finishing such as washing and dyeing. During all subsequent
heating processes, the fabric tension is limited. For the initial heat treatment, the fabric is carrier by a stenter through a temperature of 185 degrees
C for 1.0-1.5 minutes. The fabric is composed of polyester and wool fibers, in a 50:50 mixture, where all the polyester fibers have a bi-component
structure. The stenter gives a stenter advance of 15% and a fabric width control at the stenter exit of 9% less than the width of the loomstate
material. After dyeing, the fabric is dried at a stenter at a temperature of 130 degrees C after a heating stage at 185 degrees C. The fibers are
mixed at the carding and spinning stages, without recombing. The polyester and wool fibers are taken from their bales, to be mixed by carding and
combing to form tops followed by drawing at a drafting frame and spinning. During weaving, the warps are reduced by 15-20%. The bi-component
polyester fibers have an elastic stretch of 15-20% in the warps and wefts. The cloth is composed of yarns number 2/70, in the warps and wefts. The
bi-component polyester fibers are in two different cuts of 80 and 105.
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